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Blues By Five *
William McKinley “Red” Garland

Sam Olsen (bs); Ansley Lalone (asx); Brandon Bishop (tpt); Colton Foster (tbn);
Walter Pittson (tsx); Joe-Henry Mcquary (dms)

Tango en Manhattan *
George Thomas

Stasia Kulsa (alto flute); Ethan Stanigar (tsx); A.J. Ah-Yek (tbn); Fernando Nava (tpt)
Student Conductor: Walter Pittson.

Lincoln Street
Shane Isom

Shane Isom (gtr); A.J. Ah-Yek (tbn); Alexander Santa Cruz (asx)
Student Conductor: Shane Isom

The Biscuit Shuffle
Greg Yasinitsky

Calvin Hember (tbn); Guillermo Lopez (tpt); Ansley Lalone (asx); Meg Fritz (pno)

Cold Duck Time *
Eddie Harris

Meg Fritz (pno); Hunter Thacker (bsx); Gabriel Aguilar (tpt); Ethan Stanigar (tsx);
Shane Isom (gtr); Alexander Santa Cruz (asx); Sam Olsen (bs); Joe-Henry Mcquary (dms)

*Arrangements by Horace Alexander Young
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SAXOPHONES/WOODWINDS
Alexander Santa Cruz
Ansley Lalome
Ethan Stanigar
Walter Pittson
Hunter Thacker
Stasia Kulsa (flute)

TRUMPETS
Fernando Nava
Gabriel Aquilar
Guillermo Lopez
Brandon Bishop

TROMBONE
A.J. Ah-Yek
Calvin Hember
Colton Foster

THE RHYTHM SECTION
Meg Fritz, piano
Shane Isom, guitar
Sam Olsen, bass
Joe-Henry Mcquary, drum set

SOUND
John Melcher and Eric Snider
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